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Chapter 1 : Math would you rather questions
Would You Rather. Showing top 8 worksheets in the category - Would You Rather. Some of the worksheets displayed
are Would yourather graphing work, Would you rather questions, the measured mom llc, Would you rather road trip
game, Would you rather questions, Writing compound sentences, Would you rather game, Would you rather questions.

Die from dehydration or drink urine as water? Run across a large vacant field containing 1, angry rattlesnakes
or three land mines? Live in a porta-potty or a sewer? Watch the scariest movie by yourself in a dark room or
be chased by a mean Rottweiler? Live without music or live without TV? Immerse your naked body in a
bathtub of cockroaches or dive naked head first into a pool of tobacco spit? Lose your legs or lose your arms?
Eat poison ivy or a handful of bumblebees? Be gossiped about or never talked about at all? Marry the first
person you see tomorrow or never marry? Marry an ugly billionaire or marry a hot poor person? Be caught
picking your nose constantly or picking your wedgie constantly? End hunger or hatred? Only be able to
whisper or only be able to shout? Have tarantulas in your house or 1, crickets jumping in your room? Have a
big group of friends or one very close friend? Be saved by Superman or meet Winnie the Pooh? Always take a
cold shower or sleep an hour less than you need to be fully rested? Be fat and beautiful or skinny and horribly
ugly? Skip Christmas for a year, or skip your birthday for a year? Fly when you fart or pee every time you
laugh? Be invisible or be able to read minds? Swim in a pool of human blood for an hour, or hang upside
down for 8 hours? Get caught singing in the mirror or spying on your crush? Love and not be loved back, or
be loved but never love? Would you rather pole dance buck naked in front of your grand parents, or have sex
with your dad?
Chapter 2 : Would Rather Vs Would Prefer - GrammarBank
Would you rather questions are great because there are only two answers Yes and no! In this free worksheet, students
ask each other questions on the worksheet.

Chapter 3 : TEENS: 30 QUESTIONS. WOULD YOU RATHER? SURVEY!? | Yahoo Answers
WOULD YOU RATHER fall for someone you never expected to fall for and have them like you back or hang on to the
person you've had a crush on for a long time but he might not like you back? Someone i never expected.

Chapter 4 : Would You Rather Questions For Kids
Would Your Rather Questions: FREE Here are 20 fun Would You Rather Questions just for kids. These are great to use
when you have a few extra minutes.

Chapter 5 : Would You Rather? Middle School (Grade 7) - Free Printable Tests and Worksheets - blog.quin
This kindergarten writing prompt asks kids if they would rather sail a boat or fly a plane. Highly imaginative writing
prompts like this introduce kids to opinion writing, and help inspire them to put pen to paper.

Chapter 6 : Would You Rather? An ESL Warm-Up Activity
Here are sixty (60!) summer themed printable "Would You Rather" game questions that are rated "G" and totally kid
friendly and appropriate for all ages!

Chapter 7 : Would rather worksheets
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Would you rather be a practicing doctor or a medical researcher? Would you rather be married to a 10 with a bad
personality or a 6 with an amazing personality?

Chapter 8 : Math would you rather questions
Worksheet to practice structures I prefer and I'd rather. Students are supposed to work in pairs. One student follows the
pattern I prefer and the other one I'd rather.

Chapter 9 : Would You Rather? (Questions for Discussion)
This is a worksheet for high school students who are learning the constructions "had better" and "would rather". They
have to rephrase "w.
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